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Abstract: 1 

  A new Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) index is developed from a combined empirical 2 

orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of meridionally averaged 200 hPa velocity potential 3 

(VP200), 200 hPa zonal wind (U200), and 850 hPa zonal wind (U850). Like the Wheeler-4 

Hendon Real-time Multivariate MJO (RMM) index, which was developed in the same way 5 

except using outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) data instead of VP200, daily data is projected 6 

onto the leading pair of EOFs to produce the two-component index. We call this new index the 7 

VP-MJO (VPM) index, and we quantitatively compare its properties to the RMM. 8 

Compared to the RMM index, the VPM index detects larger amplitude MJO-associated 9 

signals during boreal summer. This includes a slightly stronger and more coherent modulation of 10 

Atlantic tropical cyclones. This result is attributed to the fact that velocity potential preferentially 11 

emphasizes the planetary-scale aspects of the divergent circulation, thereby spreading the 12 

convectively-driven component of the MJO’s signal across the entire globe. VP200 thus 13 

deemphasizes the convective signal of the MJO over the Indian Ocean Warm Pool, where the 14 

OLR variability associated with the MJO is concentrated, and enhances the signal over the 15 

relatively drier longitudes of the equatorial Pacific and Atlantic. This work provides a useful 16 

framework for systematic analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of different MJO indices. 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 
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1. Introduction 1 

The Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO; Madden and Julian 1971, 1972) is the most 2 

dominant mode of intraseasonal variability across the tropics.  It is a planetary-scale, baroclinic 3 

disturbance in circulation that is coupled to large-scale variations in convection. The MJO 4 

convective signal propagates eastward along the equator at about 5 m s
-1

, and is primarily 5 

confined to the eastern hemisphere, although its circulation signal influences the global tropics 6 

(Hendon and Salby 1994).  Not all MJO events traverse the globe, with the local periodicity of 7 

about 50 days presumably arising from the timescale set by the interaction between convection 8 

and dynamics that is fundamental to the MJO (e.g., Zhang 2005).  9 

The MJO not only influences the weather and climate throughout the global tropics but it 10 

also drives global teleconnections.  The local impacts and remote teleconnections of the MJO are 11 

of wide interest because the long time scale of the MJO suggests the potential to make extended 12 

range predictions.  Due to the primary role that monsoons play in the global climate and world 13 

economy, much focus has been dedicated to understanding the MJO’s influence on the monsoons 14 

of North and South America, Africa, India, Asia, and Australia (e.g., Hendon and Liebmann 15 

1990; Sperber et al. 2000; Higgins and Shi 2001; Jones and Carvalho 2002; Goswami et al. 2003; 16 

Carvalho et al. 2004; Annamalai and Sperber 2005; Matthews 2004; Wheeler and Hendon 2004; 17 

Wheeler and McBride 2005; Waliser 2006a; Lavender and Matthews 2009).  Of particular 18 

interest for the present study,  the MJO’s role in modulating  tropical cyclone activity has been 19 

examined  across all ocean basins (e.g., Nakazawa 1986; Liebmann et al. 1994; Maloney and 20 

Hartmann 2000a,b; Mo 2000;  Higgins and Shi 2001; Hall et al. 2001; Bessafi and Wheeler 21 

2006; Frank and Roundy 2006; Barrett and Leslie 2009; Maloney and Shaman 2008; Belanger et 22 

al. 2010; Kim et al. 2010; Klotzbach 2010; Schreck and Molinari 2011; Ventrice et al. 2011).  23 
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The MJO has also been linked to the timing and intensity of the El Niño-Southern Oscillation 1 

(ENSO; McPhaden 1999; Takayabu et al. 1999; Zhang and Gottschalck 2002; Bergman et al. 2 

2001; Lau 2005).  A key step in the diagnosis of these impacts and teleconnections, especially 3 

from the perspective of monitoring and prediction of the associated climate/weather impacts, is 4 

the precise identification of the state (i.e., phase and amplitude) of the MJO. 5 

Wheeler and Hendon’s (2004; henceforth WH04) multivariate principle component (PC) 6 

analysis is currently the most commonly used method to describe the state of the MJO. Their 7 

index, which they refer to as the Real-time Multivariate MJO Index (RMM), consists of the 8 

leading pair of PCs from a combined empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of  9 

meridionally averaged (15ºN-15ºS)  outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), 200 hPa zonal wind 10 

(U200) and 850 hPa zonal wind (U850). The fundamental success of the RMM index for 11 

diagnosing the MJO in real-time and in forecasts stems from the simplicity of the approach 12 

which effectively leads to the discrimination of the MJO without the need for band-pass time 13 

filtering. This temporal discrimination results from the spatial projection onto equatorially 14 

averaged fields and the use of combined measures of convection (OLR) and circulation (zonal 15 

wind). By projecting onto the equatorially averaged, 3-component eigenvector, higher frequency 16 

variability is damped because it typically has smaller spatial scales or lacks the coherent 17 

variation between convection and zonal wind that is the hallmark of the MJO (WH04). The use 18 

of OLR and zonal winds in the upper and lower troposphere also effectively discriminates the 19 

first baroclinic structure of the MJO, thereby eliminating other phenomena that are not as 20 

coupled in the vertical.  21 

The availability of this index in real-time has facilitated the monitoring and prediction of 22 

the MJO and its various impacts but some limitations have been noted. One limitation stems 23 
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from the use of just two EOFs to define the MJO, which necessarily just depict its canonical 1 

large-scale structure. The tacit assumption in the approach of WH04 is that the MJO has a 2 

consistent broad-scale expression in circulation and convection, which will be efficiently 3 

detected by the RMM indices. However, not every MJO event evolves with the same structure, 4 

even at the largest scales (e.g., Goulet and Duvel 2000), so the use of a single pair of EOFs 5 

cannot capture all the nuances of every MJO event, especially at smaller scales where the MJO 6 

expresses itself on local weather.  Development of the RMM indices without the use of a band-7 

pass filter also means that there will be some contamination from higher-frequency “noise” (e.g., 8 

Roundy et al. 2009). 9 

The RMM indices from WH04 may also not be optimal for detecting the initiation of 10 

some MJO events when a large-scale circulation signal is absent (e.g., Straub 2013). It has also 11 

been suggested that by using equatorially averaged OLR as input, the RMM indices may have 12 

limited capability of detecting the MJO when its convective signal shifts into one hemisphere 13 

(Ventrice et al. 2011). Convective variations associated with the MJO are often asymmetric 14 

about the equator during the solistical seasons.  15 

This study, which explores the benefits of an alternative MJO index, began when the first 16 

author noted an improvement in some aspects of the RMM index when the OLR component of 17 

the index is replaced by 200-hPa velocity potential (VP200). In particular, differences were 18 

found in the representation of the MJO and its impacts over the Western Hemisphere. 19 

Documenting and understanding these differences is the aim of this paper. 20 

Velocity potential is the inverse Laplacian of the divergence (e.g., Haltiner and Williams 21 

1980). The inverse Laplacian acts an effective spatial-smoothing operator, so VP200 essentially 22 

describes the gravest planetary-scale characteristics of the upper-level divergence (e.g., Hendon 23 
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1986).  OLR, in contrast, identifies the more regional characteristics of the divergence. On the 1 

downside, the planetary scale of the VP200 might limit the ability to track precise details of the 2 

spatial distribution of convection and may give the perception of continuous global propagation 3 

of a divergent component of the MJO (e.g., Lorenc 1984; Xue et al. 2002), when in fact the 4 

convective signal is primarily confined to the Eastern Hemisphere (Hendon and Salby 1994). 5 

However, VP200 naturally discriminates to the planetary scales of divergence that are more 6 

directly associated with the MJO, and likely enhances the capability to detect both symmetric 7 

and asymmetric components of convection about the equator.  We delve further into the nuances 8 

of using VP200 instead of OLR to define a new MJO index in this paper.  9 

Section 2 discusses the data sets and methodology of deriving the new index. Section 3 10 

evaluates the strengths and weakness of this new index, especially for monitoring and detecting 11 

local impacts of the MJO on convective variability and tropical cyclones in the Atlantic sector. 12 

Conclusions are given in Section 4. 13 

2. Datasets and Methodology 14 

a) Datasets 15 

The construction of the new MJO index is similar to WH04, using upper and lower 16 

tropospheric zonal winds (U200 and U850), but here we use VP200 rather than OLR to depict 17 

the convective/divergence variations. We obtain U200, U850, and compute VP200, from the 18 

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim) 19 

dataset (Dee et al. 2010). This analysis is available with 1.5° horizontal resolution and is used for 20 

the period 1990-2009. The temporal resolution of the data is 6 hourly, but we create daily 21 

averages prior to the EOF calculation. For comparison to WH04 and for diagnosing convective 22 

variations, we use daily gridded OLR obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 23 
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Administration (e.g. Liebmann and Smith 1996). These daily data are available on a 2.5° grid 1 

and cover the same period as the ERA-Interim analyses. 2 

b) EOF analysis 3 

Similar to the methodology of WH04, the input fields of U200, U850 and VP200 are 4 

equatorially averaged (15ºN-15ºS) and the time mean and first four harmonics of the 5 

climatological seasonal cycle are removed.  Low frequency (interannual) variations are removed 6 

by subtracting a 120-day running average. So that these EOFs can be applicable in real-time, the 7 

running average is based on the previous 120 days (i.e., it is not centered; Gottschalck et al. 8 

2010). Unlike WH04, the linear variability associated with the ENSO is not subtracted from the 9 

raw fields.  This step was deemed to be unnecessary, as the removal of the 120-day mean has 10 

been found to be sufficient (Lin et al. 2008).  Prior to the EOF calculation, the individual 11 

anomaly fields were normalized by the square root of the longitudinally averaged variance of the 12 

respective fields prior to concatenating into a combined three-component input field that we 13 

denote as Xj(i,t), where j = 1-3, i refers to longitudinal points along the equator, and t is time. 14 

For the remainder of this paper, we denote the leading pair of PCs of the EOFs calculated 15 

from U200, U850, and VP200 as the Velocity Potential-MJO (VPM) indices. We compare them 16 

to the PCs and EOFs computed by WH04, which we refer to as the RMM indices. The RMM 17 

indices, which are based on U850 and U200 from NCEP reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) and 18 

satellite OLR (Liebmann and Smith 1996) are obtained from  19 

http://www.cawcr.gov.au/staff/mwheeler/maproom/RMM/. For the RMM PCs, the EOF analysis 20 

was performed using data for 1979-2001, and subsequent PC values have been computed by 21 

projecting the daily data onto the fixed EOF spatial patterns. 22 

c) EOF-based Reconstruction 23 

http://www.cawcr.gov.au/staff/mwheeler/maproom/RMM/
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For the analysis in Sec. 3, we will make use of fields that are reconstructed from the two-1 

component indices. The reconstruction can be done in two fashions. First, the EOFs and PCs can 2 

be used directly to reconstruct the input fields.  The three-component reconstructed fields are 3 

given as: 4 

)(2*)(2)(1*)(1),(ˆ tPCiEOFtPCiEOFtiX jjj         (1) 5 

Here, ),(ˆ tiX j  is the j
th

 component of the reconstructed anomaly field. EOF1j and EOF2j 6 

are the j
th

 components of the three-component eigenvector. Since the three input fields were 7 

normalized (by the square-root of the longitudinally-average variance) before the EOF analysis, 8 

this will provide normalized output which can be converted to un-normalized values by 9 

multiplying by the normalization factors. 10 

This direct reconstruction using the PCs and eigenvectors is limited to the input fields. 11 

Reconstruction can also be based on multiple linear regression. In this case, it can be performed 12 

for any field, and it is not limited to the longitudinal dimension along the equator. That is, we can 13 

reconstruct fields in two spatial dimensions as well as in time.  A typical reconstruction of a 2-14 

dimensional spatial field ),,(ˆ tjiY using the pair of PCs as predictors is given by: 15 

)(2*),(2)(1*),(1),,(ˆ tPCjiAtPCjiAtjiY        (2) 16 

Here A1 and A2 are developed using least square multiple regression of the independent 17 

field ( Ŷ ) onto the dependent predictors (PC1 and PC2). Note that the regression can be done 18 

separately for each season in order to capture seasonal variations of the local relationship of the 19 

field with the MJO, or the regression can be done across the entire data record to capture 20 

seasonally-independent behavior. 21 

The explained variance of the total input field Xj(i,t) by each EOF is given by the 22 

eigenvalue, or, equivalently, by the mean spatial variance of the eigenvector across all three 23 
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components. Similarly, the explained variance of the subcomponent of the input field is the mean 1 

spatial variance of the associated subcomponent of the eigenvector. The explained variance of 2 

the subcomponents of the input field will be of interest for comparison between the VPM EOFs 3 

that use VP200 and the original RMM EOFs that use OLR. We will demonstrate that the 4 

explained variance of the input VP200 fields will be higher for the VPM EOFs compared to the 5 

explained variance of the input OLR field for the original RMM indices because VP200 is a 6 

smoother, more planetary scale field. This higher loading from the convective/divergent 7 

component for the VPM EOFs provides additional sensitivity to the VPM indices for detecting 8 

MJO events where the OLR component is weak near the equator (especially during boreal 9 

summer).  10 

3. The New Velocity Potential MJO Index  11 

a) Results of the EOF analysis  12 

The spatial structures (eigenvector) of the leading three EOFs of the combined fields of 13 

U200, U850, and VP200 are shown in Fig. 1.  The explained variances (eigenvalues) of EOF1 14 

(22%) and EOF2 (20%) are similar and suggestive of a pair. Taking the first two EOFs as a pair, 15 

their summed explained variance is 42.5%, while EOF3 explains only 6.8% of the variance. 16 

Therefore the first two EOFs are well separated from the third according to the criteria of North 17 

et al. (1982).  The summed variance of EOF1 and EOF2 from the RMM EOFs (i.e. from WH04) 18 

explain only 25% of the variance.  The higher explained variance here for the VPM EOFs is 19 

attributed to the use of VP200, which is much less spatially and temporally noisy than OLR. 20 

While each input field of the combined EOF analysis should have exactly the same input 21 

variance due to the normalization that was applied, each EOF will not have an equal contribution 22 

from each field to its variance. For example, in the RMM EOFs of WH04, OLR contributes less 23 
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variance to EOF1 and EOF2 than the zonal wind fields, but to make up for that it must contribute 1 

more than the winds in some higher-order EOFs. One method to compute the fractional 2 

contribution of each variable to the leading pair of EOFs is to first compute the fraction that each 3 

variable contributes to PC1 and PC2 on each day.  This is given by: 4 

22 )(2)(1

)(2*)(2)(1*)(1
)(

tPCtPC

tPCtPCtPCtPC
tFraction xx

x



          (3) 5 

Where xFraction  represents the fractional contribution of a particular variable (x) at a 6 

particular time (t), xPC is the projection of a particular variable onto its portion of the EOF, PC1 7 

and PC2 are the full PCs computed using the contribution of all three variables, and 8 

22 )(2)(1 tPCtPC   is the square of the amplitude of the normalized PCs. These fractional 9 

contributions can then be averaged over all times to compute the average contribution of each 10 

variable to the leading pair of EOFs.  For WH04’s RMM indices, the fractional contribution of 11 

the total explained variance of the first two EOFs for OLR is 14.7%, which compares to 43.9% 12 

for U850 and 41.4% for U200. For the VPM indices, the explained variance for U850 and U200 13 

is 25.4% and 26.5%, respectively, and for VP200 it is 48.1%.  Therefore, the relative loading on 14 

the convective/divergence part of the VPM EOFs is higher than for the RMM EOFs, suggesting 15 

that the VPM EOFs will be more sensitive to large-scale divergence. 16 

The spatial structure and phasing of the individual fields for the leading two VPM EOFs 17 

is similar to that for the RMM EOFs (i.e., Fig. 1 in WH04) but there are some subtle differences.  18 

VPM EOF1 (Fig. 1a)  represents times when upper-level divergence occurs at the longitude of 19 

the Maritime Continent (90-135ºE) with lower tropospheric westerlies underlying upper 20 

tropospheric easterlies further to the west over the Indian Ocean. Upper-level convergence and 21 

lower tropospheric easterlies/upper tropospheric westerlies are centered over the eastern Pacific, 22 
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with upper level convergence further to the east over the Atlantic sector.  VPM EOF2 (Fig. 1b)  1 

appears to capture the MJO at about ¼ cycle later, with upper level divergence now shifted to 2 

over the central-east Pacific and lower tropospheric westerlies over the Maritime continent. 3 

Upper level convergence is seen over Africa and the Indian Ocean (15ºW-120ºE).  For reference 4 

we also show VPM EOF3 (Fig. 1c), which is dominated by a wavenumber 2 structure in all 3 5 

variables unlike what is usually associated with the MJO, hence we ignore EOF3 and all higher 6 

EOFs for the rest of the discussion. 7 

Comparing the VPM EOFs to WH04 (their Fig. 1), the spatial structure of the U850 and 8 

U200 components for both EOF1 and EOF2 are nearly identical. However, the loading on 9 

VP200 in the VPM EOFs clearly has more weight in the western hemisphere than does the 10 

loading on OLR as used in WH04.  That is, the OLR signal in the RMM indices is largely 11 

confined to the Eastern Hemisphere, whereas the convergence/divergence signal in the VPM 12 

EOFs as depicted by VP200 appears to have more equal variance across the tropics. The benefit 13 

and cost of this enhanced sensitivity to convective/divergence variations by using VP200 will be 14 

discussed further below.  15 

In order to demonstrate that the new indices effectively discriminate to the time-scales of 16 

the MJO, power spectra of the VPM PCs (black lines) are shown in Fig. 2.  We also include the 17 

spectra of the original RMM indices (red lines) for comparison. As for the original RMM 18 

indices, the VPM PCs exhibit a pronounced spectral peak in the MJO range (30-80 day period). 19 

VPM PC2 contains slightly less power at the lower frequency end of the intraseasonal range 20 

compared to RMM.  Overall, however, the VPM PCs appear to discriminate the time-scales of 21 

the MJO equally well as the RMM PCs.     22 
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The cross-power spectrum of the PCs is another way to verify that the leading EOFs are a 1 

pair that describes the eastward propagating characteristics of the MJO.  Figure 3 shows the 2 

coherence squared (Coh
2
) of the leading pair of VPM PCs and that of the original RMM PCs for 3 

comparison. The Coh
2
 between the new PCs peaks in the 30-80 day range, with a mean value of 4 

0.84 and a phase lag of ¼ cycle (i.e. PC1 leads PC2 by 15 days, not shown),  confirming that the 5 

leading pair of the VPM EOFs is depicting coherent eastward propagation. The corresponding 6 

Coh
2 

for the original RMM indices is 0.78, also with a phase lag of ¼ cycle.  Hence, both the 7 

new and old leading pair of EOFs describe a similar eastward propagation of the MJO, although 8 

with slightly more coherence in the VPM PCs. 9 

b) Reconstructed Fields 10 

As a further check on the adequacy of the new index for capturing the structure and 11 

behavior of the MJO, reconstructed fields are examined to see the degree to which the signal of 12 

the MJO is represented by the pair of PCs.  Here we concentrate on the reconstruction of the 13 

convective variability captured by the index as we anticipate that this is the field that will show 14 

the most difference between the VPM and RMM EOFs.  In Fig. 4, we show the space-time 15 

spectra of the observed OLR (i.e. the OLR anomaly averaged 15ºN-15ºS) and the reconstructed 16 

OLR as given by the regression technique in (2) using the new PCs. To emphasize that the VPM 17 

EOFs are cleanly extracting the signal of the MJO and are not being contaminated by other 18 

disturbances with similar spatial structure but at higher frequency (e.g., Roundy et al. 2009), we 19 

also display in Fig. 4 the ratio between the power spectra of the reconstructed and input OLR 20 

fields, along with the ratio based on the original RMM.  The capability of the new PCs to 21 

discriminate to the MJO spectral peak at eastward propagating zonal wavenumbers 1-3, and 22 

periods between 30-80 days is clearly illustrated in the reconstructed OLR field, for which the 23 
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reconstruction from the VPM EOFs explains approximately 65% of the spectral peak at 1 

wavenumber 1 in the original OLR dataset, compared to about 56% for the RMM EOFs. 2 

Consistent with the spatially-smoothed nature of VP, the reconstruction using the VPM EOFs 3 

captures slightly more of the wavenumber 1 spectral peak in OLR than does the reconstruction 4 

using the RMM EOFs, although the RMM EOFs capture more of the MJO’s OLR signature at 5 

wavenumbers 2 and 3. Importantly, both approaches can be seen to be adept at removing 6 

contributions from higher frequency convectively coupled atmospheric Kelvin waves and 7 

westward propagating Rossby waves (see WH04 for further explanation).  8 

We have also computed the space-time power spectrum of U850 reconstructed from the 9 

VPM and RMM PCs (not shown). For both the VPM and RMM PCs, the reconstructed fields 10 

capture upwards of 90% of the spectral peak at eastward zonal wavenumber 1 and periods 30-80 11 

days. Hence, we conclude that the VPM EOFs are capable of identifying the prominent large-12 

scale structure of the MJO. 13 

The potential benefit of identifying the MJO  through use of VP200 instead of OLR is 14 

further demonstrated in Fig. 5, which shows  an example of reconstructed OLR (left) and VP200 15 

(right) using the VPM EOFs for the period from June 1996 to June 1997.  Coherent eastward 16 

propagating anomalies associated with the MJO are depicted in both the OLR and VP200, 17 

emphasizing the capability of the new PCs to discriminate the periodicity and spatial structure of 18 

the MJO without the need for band-pass time filtering (see also WH04). The VP200 anomalies 19 

are seen to be collocated with the same signed OLR anomalies. Importantly, however, the VP200 20 

anomalies circumnavigate the globe while OLR anomalies are far less continuous and are 21 

confined to (mostly the Eastern Hemisphere) where convective variance is most concentrated. 22 

This cessation of the OLR anomaly at about the dateline reflects the strong dependence of 23 
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convection on sea surface temperature. However, the reconstructed VP200 field appears to have 1 

no such constraint, and often the VP200 signal is present over the longitudes of Africa before the 2 

“initiation” of convection (as indicated by the OLR) over the Indian Ocean.  It is also notable 3 

that the phase speed of the VP200 signal is generally much faster than that of OLR, typically 4 

between 15-25 ms
-1

, especially over the Western Hemisphere.  Since VP is a strongly smoothed 5 

representation of the planetary scale divergence field (Hendon 1986), its propagation does not 6 

necessarily reflect a convective signal propagating at this speed but is likely affected by the far-7 

field divergence, as well as the fast dry Kelvin mode that is excited by the MJO (e.g. Milliff and 8 

Madden 1996; Sobel and Kim 2013). 9 

To compare the behavior of the VPM and RMM EOFs in identifying the MJO, Fig. 6 10 

shows the total number of days when the index amplitude ≥ 1 (defined as an “MJO day”) for all 11 

MJOs phases during all months (top), only boreal winter months (middle), and only boreal 12 

summer months (bottom). While we define an MJO day as a date where the index is greater than 13 

one sigma, it should be noted that there are times when the index can temporarily be greater than 14 

one sigma when no coherent MJO signal is present. This often occurs during times where noise 15 

(i.e., extratropical waves, convectively coupled atmospheric Kelvin waves, or equatorial Rossby 16 

waves) unrelated to the MJO project onto the PCs. We have tested another definition of an MJO 17 

day as defined by Straub (2013), where the index is greater than one standard deviation for a 18 

period no less than seven days. The results for this analysis are relatively unchanged when 19 

compared to the standard MJO day definition using just an amplitude threshold, with the 20 

exception of the tropical cyclone statistics, as there were too few MJO days after applying the 21 

Straub 2013 methodology. 22 
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To begin, there are a total of 38 more MJO days using the VPM index rather than RMM 1 

in the 1990-2009 climatology.  While the differences are subtle, the VPM captures a higher 2 

number of MJO days during phases 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 when compared to RMM. This result is 3 

indicative of increased MJO identification by the VPM index, especially over the Pacific and 4 

Atlantic basins.   5 

After dividing the number of MJO days for only boreal winter (November – February), 6 

the RMM captures a total of 61 more MJO days when compared to VPM. The increased number 7 

of boreal winter MJO days identified by RMM is during times when the MJO is located over the 8 

Maritime Continent and West Pacific (phases 4-7).  This is a time when the South Pacific 9 

Convergence Zone becomes convectively active, thus indicating a benefit of using OLR over 10 

VP200. However, note that there are slightly more boreal winter MJO days over the Western 11 

Hemisphere and Indian Ocean (phases 8, 1, and 2) using VPM over RMM, suggesting that the 12 

VPM is capturing a slightly stronger Western Hemisphere MJO signal over RMM. 13 

For boreal summer (June – September), an opposite relationship is found (with exception 14 

of the Western Hemisphere), where there are 85 more MJO days identified using VPM when 15 

compared to RMM. The VPM index captures more MJO days in all phases except when the 16 

MJO is present over the Indian Ocean (phases 1-2).  This result suggests a potential use for the 17 

VPM index with regards to the Summer Monsoons, as well as tropical cyclone activity over the 18 

West and East Pacific, and the Atlantic basins.  In order to investigate the differences between 19 

the two sets of indices during boreal summer, a composite analysis is shown below. 20 

c) Boreal Summer Composites 21 

Composite evolution of the MJO is developed following WH04 by defining eight distinct 22 

phases of the MJO.  Each phase represents a time when the MJO is located over a different 23 
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geographical location.  Since the two VPM EOFs match the phasing of the RMM EOFs, the 1 

eight defined phases should nearly match those for the RMM. That is, Phase 1 from the new 2 

index should best match Phase 1 from the RMM index.  We concentrate here on boreal summer 3 

(June-September) and show composites based on the phases given by the VPM and RMM EOFs 4 

(Fig. 7). In these composites, anomalous VP200 is shaded and 200 hPa wind anomalies are 5 

shown as vectors. These composites are made by averaging over the set of days that the MJO 6 

was in a particular phase and when the amplitude of the index, defined as sqrt(PC1^2+PC2^2),  ≥ 7 

1 (noting that PC1 and PC2 are standardized by their long-term standard deviation).  8 

According to Fig. 7, a clear MJO-wavenumber 1 signal is identified in VP200 for all 9 

MJO phases during boreal summer using both the RMM (7a) and VPM (7b) PCs.  While the 10 

RMM index captures a similar spatial MJO structure in VP200 (since it includes upper-11 

tropospheric circulation information), it is weaker in magnitude when compared to the signal 12 

retained by the VPM PCs, especially during the MJO’s transit across the Western Hemisphere 13 

(phases 7-8) and when the MJO transitions from the Indian Ocean to over the Maritime 14 

Continent (phases 1-4).  In order to further investigate whether the VPM PCs are more capable 15 

of identifying boreal summer MJO days, we consider more directly the role played by the MJO 16 

on convection. Figure 8 shows composites of OLR anomalies in June-September based on the 17 

MJO phases derived from the RMM (8a), and VPM PCs (8b).  While the VPM PCs do not use 18 

OLR information, a similar MJO convective signature with respect to WH04’s RMM PCs is 19 

detected for all MJO phases.  However, there are some noticeable differences between the two 20 

composites with regards to local convective anomalies over the Western Hemisphere, especially 21 

during MJO phase 3. Phase 3 is a time where RMM tends to struggle during boreal summer since 22 

it is a period consisting of an asymmetric MJO-convection signature over the Indian Ocean, 23 
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where convection tends to be active over the Indian Continent, suppressed over the southwestern 1 

equatorial Indian Ocean, yet active over the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean. This gives an 2 

overall active MJO convection signature similar to a “boomerang” or backwards “C”.  Due to the 3 

latitudinal averaging technique of the combined EOF analysis, RMM will often weaken during 4 

boreal summer Phase 3, especially when other disturbances (seasonal or sub-seasonal) influence 5 

convection patterns during this state.  Note that there are also stronger negative OLR anomalies 6 

over Africa (as well as positive OLR anomalies over the equatorial East Pacific) during Phase 3 7 

when using the VPM PCs in comparison to the RMM PCs. A two-sided bootstrap resampling 8 

test was performed to compare both sets of OLR composites and the results showed that when 9 

using the VPM PCs, the positive OLR anomalies over the East Pacific and the negative OLR 10 

anomalies over Africa during phase 3 are statistically different than the anomalies using the 11 

RMM PCs at the 90% level (not shown). The enhanced OLR signal over Africa is suggestive 12 

that the VPM index may be capturing a better MJO-West African Monsoon modulation. This 13 

enhanced African convection may be of important relevance to downstream Atlantic tropical 14 

cyclone modulation and genesis, which we address further below. 15 

d) Modulation of Atlantic tropical cyclones 16 

The MJO is of particular interest for medium-range predictability of tropical 17 

cyclogenesis.  The MJO has been shown to modify tropical cyclogenesis over the Atlantic (e.g., 18 

Maloney and Hartmann 2000a,b; Mo 2000; Higgins and Shi 2001; Barrett and Leslie 2009; 19 

Maloney and Shaman 2008; Belanger et al. 2010; Klotzbach 2010; Ventrice et al. 2011).  Using 20 

the original RMM indices, Klotzbach (2010), Belanger et al. (2010), and Ventrice et al. (2011) 21 

all concluded that Atlantic tropical cyclogenesis was most likely during MJO phases 1-3, which 22 

is when  enhanced convection associated with the MJO is located over the Indian Ocean.  Using 23 
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the VP200 MJO diagnostic derived by Xue et al. (2002), Barrett and Leslie (2009) found that 1 

tropical cyclones were most likely to occur in the Atlantic basin when negative VP200 anomalies 2 

were centered at about 80ºE, which is roughly consistent with the phasing based on the WH04 3 

index.  4 

To investigate the possible enhanced utility of the VPM EOFs to detect the modulation of 5 

Atlantic tropical cyclones by the MJO, we count all tropical cyclones that developed during 6 

June-September when the amplitude ≥ 1 and then we binned them by each phase of the MJO 7 

(Fig. 9a).  We do this using both the VPM PCs and the original RMM indices. Tropical 8 

cyclogenesis is defined as the time when the National Hurricane Center classified a tropical 9 

cyclone as a tropical storm (sustained maximum winds of 34 knots).   10 

In Fig. 9a, the number of Atlantic tropical cyclogenesis events is divided by the number 11 

of MJO days for both sets of PCs. This normalization is necessary since the total number of MJO 12 

days is different for each phase and each index.  Atlantic tropical cyclogenesis is observed to 13 

occur in all eight MJO phases for both sets of PCs. However, the most favorable phase for 14 

genesis is phase 3 for both the VPM and RMM PCs (14.6% and 11.9%, respectively, of the total 15 

number of events).  The least favorable MJO phase for genesis is phase 7 for both the VPM and 16 

RMM PCs (3.3% and 4.5%, respectively, of the total number of events).  Using the VPM PCs, 17 

tropical cyclogenesis is about four times more likely during phase 3 than during phase 7.  Using 18 

the RMM PCs, tropical cyclogenesis is less than three times as likely to develop during MJO 19 

phase 3 with respect to MJO phase 7. Hence, the VPM indexs appear to detect a slightly stronger 20 

modulation of Atlantic tropical cyclogenesis than does the RMM index.  21 

The MJO modulates Atlantic tropical cyclones because it impacts the large-scale 22 

environment over the tropical Atlantic (e.g., Ventrice et al. 2011 and references therein).  23 
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Therefore, we assume that the MJO might also affect the intensity of mature tropical cyclones 1 

there (e.g., Barrett and Leslie 2009; Klotzbach 2010).  In order to investigate whether Atlantic 2 

hurricane activity varies coherently with the VPM PCs, hurricane days (HDs) are binned for each 3 

MJO phase using the same MJO amplitude threshold as before (Fig. 9b).  One HD is defined as a 4 

date when one or more tropical cyclones were active over the Atlantic and were associated with 5 

an intensity of greater than or equal to the Saffir and Simpson Scale Category 1 Hurricane (64 kt 6 

maximum sustained winds).  Figure 9b shows the distribution of Atlantic hurricane days divided 7 

by the number of MJO days for each MJO phase for both of the VPM and RMM indices.  The 8 

result shows that Atlantic hurricanes vary coherently with the MJO regardless of the MJO index 9 

that is used. Atlantic HDs are most favorable during phase 2 for both the VPM PCs and RMM 10 

PCs (26%). For the VPM PCs, there is a general reduction of normalized HDs after phase 2, with 11 

the minimum of HDs in phase 7 (4%).  For the RMM PCs, the modulation is more noisy, with a 12 

second peak of occurring during phase 4 (24%).  Like the VPM PCs, a minimum of normalized 13 

HDs occur during phase 7 (5%) using the RMM PCs, but the overall modulation is not quite as 14 

strong. Hence, the VPM indices also show an enhanced capability to detect the modulation of 15 

HDs compared to the original RMM indices.    16 

This relationship between the MJO and Atlantic hurricanes is consistent with the results 17 

of Barrett and Leslie (2009), who found that intense hurricanes are statistically significantly 18 

favored in the Atlantic’s main development region when negative (positive) VP200 anomalies 19 

associated with the MJO are located over 80ºE (120ºW). This location of the MJO is most 20 

comparable to MJO phases 2 and 3 when using the VPM PCs (see Fig. 7).   21 

In summary, the relationship between Atlantic tropical cyclogenesis and the MJO, as well 22 

as Atlantic hurricane frequency and the MJO, is slightly more robust when using the VPM index 23 
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(composed of U200, U850, and VP200) compared to the original RMM index (composed of 1 

U200, U850, and OLR).  This result is attributed to the VPM PCs being more sensitive to the 2 

modulation of divergence over the Atlantic sector due to the use of VP200 instead of OLR. 3 

4. Conclusions 4 

There is proven utility in having an index of the MJO that depicts its magnitude and 5 

location and that can be applied equally well in real-time, to historical records and to forecasts 6 

and hindcasts. The RMM index developed by WH04 is such an index. However, some 7 

limitations to the RMM index exist, as noted in the introduction. In particular, its use of OLR, a 8 

relatively noisy field with variability mostly limited to the Eastern Hemisphere, is one drawback 9 

that has been discussed in this paper.  To this end, we have explored the potential benefits of a 10 

modified index of the MJO that uses VP200 rather than OLR to describe the 11 

convective/divergent component of the MJO but is otherwise similar.  12 

The use of VP200 instead of OLR appears to better discriminate to the MJO signal during 13 

boreal summer and may potentially capture precursors of the MJO before a strong local signal in 14 

convection is evident.  The inverse Laplacian used to calculate VP200 acts a smoother, which 15 

makes VP200 more sensitive to global-scale variations of convection/divergence rather than 16 

being concentrated on the Indo–Pacific warm pool like OLR.  However, this increased sensitivity 17 

to convection in the Western Hemisphere comes at the expense of sensitivity in the Eastern 18 

Hemisphere, as well as during the boreal winter. 19 

This enhanced sensitivity to identity the MJO during boreal summer through the use of 20 

VP200 is especially pertinent to detecting the MJO’s modulation of Atlantic tropical 21 

cyclogenesis and hurricane activity. These variations in tropical cyclone activity were shown to 22 

be more coherent with the VPM PCs than with the original RMM indices. The implication of this 23 
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result is that the variation of Atlantic tropical cyclones via the MJO is stronger and more robust 1 

than was implied by using the RMM indices.  This difference increases the possibility of making 2 

useful intraseasonal predictions of Atlantic tropical cyclones.  Since the VPM detects a higher 3 

number of MJO days during boreal summer when compared to RMM, there could also be 4 

stronger relationships with tropical cyclones in other basins.  5 

Although the VPM indices have some benefits over the original RMM indices, there are 6 

also some drawbacks. The VPM indices are less sensitive to convection variations in the Eastern 7 

Hemisphere, as well as during boreal winter. The verification of this possibility awaits further 8 

study. More importantly, the VPM indices depend on analyses of VP200, which depends 9 

somewhat on the convective parameterizations in the assimilation model (e.g., Newman et al. 10 

2000; Kinter et al. 2004). However, the new reanalyses such as provided by ERA-Interim appear 11 

to depict a more realistic intraseasonal modulation of convection (Fu et al. 2011), so perhaps the 12 

quality of the analyzed VP200 is high enough to not be a deterrent for detection of the MJO.   13 

Although we have emphasized a possible benefit of modifying one component of the 14 

MJO index as originally derived by WH04, this sort of MJO index, where by EOFs are 15 

calculated of equatorially averaged fields, is by no means the only approach worth pursuing. In 16 

fact, a general conclusion of this study is that there are alternative MJO indices that will have 17 

different sensitivities to the features of the MJO.  These different indices may be more suitable 18 

for specific applications than is the RMM from WH04. To this end, we encourage and 19 

recommend exploration of alternative indices in order to promote a better understanding of the 20 

MJO and its global impacts. 21 
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Figures: 8 

FIG. 1. Spatial structures of EOFs 1, 2, and 3 of the combined analysis of anomalous U200, 9 

U850, and VP200.  EOFs are constructed by using data averaged over 15ºS-15ºN, including all 10 

longitudes. Magnitudes are plotted on the same relative axis.  The variance explained by the 11 

respective EOFs is 22.3%, 20.2%, and 6.8%. 12 

 13 

FIG. 2.  Power spectra of the PCs for the leading two EOFs of combined fields shown of Fig. 1. 14 

The original EOFs from WH04 are also included and indicated by the red line. The curved-15 

dashed black and red lines represent the red-noise spectrum for the VPM PCs and RMM PCs, 16 

respectively. The upper-limit represents the 95% confidence interval and the lower-limit 17 

represents the 5% confidence interval.  The two vertical dashed lines represent the 30 to 80 day 18 

range.   19 

 20 

FIG. 3. Coherence squared between PC1 and PC2 of the VPM EOF analysis of Fig. 1 (black 21 

line) and between PC1 and PC2 of an EOF analysis using the atmospheric fields associated with 22 
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the RMM EOFs (OLR, U200, U850; red line).  Smoothing was applied to the cospectrum before 1 

computing the phase and coherence.  The vertical dashed lines represent the 30 to 80 day range.  2 

 3 

FIG. 4.  Space-time power between 15ºS-15ºN averaged raw OLR (top left) and reconstructed 4 

OLR from the VPM EOFs (top right), the ratio between the raw OLR and reconstructed OLR 5 

using the VPM EOFs (bottom left), and the ratio between the raw OLR and reconstructed OLR 6 

using the RMM EOFs (bottom right).  The two-horizontal dashed lines represent the 30 to 80 day 7 

range. 8 

 9 

FIG. 5. Time-longitude plots of reconstructed OLR (left) and reconstructed VP200 (right) from 10 

the leading EOF pair of the VPM EOF analysis for the period between June 1996 and June 1997.  11 

 12 

FIG. 6. The number of MJO days, defined as a day where the amplitude for the VPM (black) or 13 

RMM (grey) index was greater than or equal to 1 standard deviation, binned for all MJO phases 14 

during all months (top); boreal winter (November – February) only months (middle); boreal 15 

summer (June-September) only months. The 90% confidence interval is indicated by the error 16 

bars. 17 

 18 

FIG. 7.  JJAS composite of anomalous VP200 (shaded) and 200 hPa wind anomalies (vectors) 19 

for each phase using a) the RMM PCs b) the VPM PCs.  VP200 anomalies statistically different 20 

than zero at the 95% level are shaded.  Negative VP200 anomalies represent upper-level 21 

divergence. The number of days in each phase (N) is provided.  Reference vector is 5 ms
-1

. 22 

 23 
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FIG. 8. JJAS composite of anomalous OLR (shaded) for each MJO phase using (a) the RMM 1 

PCs (b) the VPM PCs using VP200 instead of OLR. Anomalies statistically different than zero at 2 

the 90% level are shaded. 3 

 4 

FIG. 9. (a) Normalized Atlantic genesis days and (b) normalized Atlantic hurricane days (HDs) 5 

for each MJO phase for the VPM PCs (black) and the RMM PCs (grey) during the JJAS (1989-6 

2009) season. Both (a) and (b) are normalized by the number of MJO days for each particular 7 

MJO Phase.  8 
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 10 

 11 

 12 
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FIG. 1. Spatial structures of EOFs 1, 2, and 3 of the combined analysis of anomalous U200, 3 

U850, and VP200.  EOFs are constructed by using data averaged over 15ºS-15ºN, including all 4 

longitudes. Magnitudes are plotted on the same relative axis.  The variance explained by the 5 

respective EOFs is 22.3%, 20.2%, and 6.8%. 6 

 7 
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FIG. 2.  Power spectra of the PCs for the leading two EOFs of combined fields shown of Fig. 1. 3 

The original EOFs from WH04 are also included and indicated by the red line. The curved-4 

dashed black and red lines represent the red-noise spectrum for the VPM PCs and RMM PCs, 5 

respectively. The upper-limit represents the 95% confidence interval and the lower-limit 6 

represents the 5% confidence interval.  The two vertical dashed lines represent the 30 to 80 day 7 

range.   8 
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FIG. 3. Coherence squared between PC1 and PC2 of the VPM EOF analysis of Fig. 1 (black 2 

line) and between PC1 and PC2 of an EOF analysis using the atmospheric fields associated with 3 

the RMM EOFs (OLR, U200, U850; red line).  Smoothing was applied to the cospectrum before 4 

computing the phase and coherence.  The vertical dashed lines represent the 30 to 80 day range.  5 
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FIG. 4.  Space-time power between 15ºS-15ºN averaged raw OLR (top left) and reconstructed 2 

OLR from the VPM EOFs (top right), the ratio between the raw OLR and reconstructed OLR 3 

using the VPM EOFs (bottom left), and the ratio between the raw OLR and reconstructed OLR 4 

using the RMM EOFs (bottom right).  The two-horizontal dashed lines represent the 30 to 80 day 5 

range. 6 
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FIG. 5. Time-longitude plots of reconstructed OLR (left) and reconstructed VP200 (right) from 4 

the leading EOF pair of the VPM EOF analysis for the period between June 1996 and June 1997.  5 
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FIG. 6. The number of MJO days, defined as a day where the amplitude for the VPM (black) or 3 

RMM (grey) index was greater than or equal to 1 standard deviation, binned for all MJO phases 4 

during all months (top); boreal winter (November – February) only months (middle); boreal 5 

summer (June-September) only months. The 90% confidence interval is indicated by the error 6 

bars. 7 
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FIG. 7.  JJAS composite of anomalous VP200 (shaded) and 200 hPa wind anomalies (vectors) 3 

for each phase using a) the RMM PCs b) the VPM PCs.  VP200 anomalies statistically different 4 

than zero at the 95% level are shaded.  Negative VP200 anomalies represent upper-level 5 

divergence. The number of days in each phase (N) is provided.  Reference vector is 5 ms
-1

. 6 
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FIG. 8. JJAS composite of anomalous OLR (shaded) for each MJO phase using (a) the RMM 2 

PCs (b) the VPM PCs using VP200 instead of OLR. Anomalies statistically different than zero at 3 

the 90% level are shaded. The number of days in each phase (N) is provided.   4 
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FIG. 9. (a) Normalized Atlantic genesis days and (b) normalized Atlantic hurricane days (HDs) 2 

for each MJO phase for the VPM PCs (black) and the RMM PCs (grey) during the JJAS (1989-3 

2009) season. Both (a) and (b) are normalized by the number of MJO days for each particular 4 

MJO Phase.  5 

 6 


